Investigating the Relationship between Claw Disorders and Milk Yield before and after Claw Trimming Using Modified Dutch Method in Three Egyptian Dairy Farms
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INTRODUCTION

Lameness in dairy cattle represents one of the major irritating problems in dairy farms that leads to poor animal welfare and substantial economic loss (Esslemont and Kossaibati, 1997). The reduced animal welfare is primarily generated due to pain experienced by lame cows (Whay et al., 1997; Dyer et al., 2007). The direct economic loss is represented by costs of treatment and cow–replacement (Kossaibati and Esslemont, 1997; Hernandez et al., 2007), while the indirect economic loss is amount by culling of chronically affected cows (Booth et al., 2004), lowered fertility and reduced milk production (Warnick et al., 2001; Green et al., 2002; Hultgren et al., 2004; Amory et al., 2008; Bicalho et al., 2008; Green et al., 2010; Singh et al., 2011; van Straten et al., 2011; Montgomery et al., 2012). Additionally, findings of most recent study indicated that the test day milk fat might be a valuable indicator for claw horn lesions (van Straten et al. 2011). While in Egypt, the effect of bovine claw specific lesions on milk yield has been reported so far by only one more recent published research article (Ahmed and Shekidef, 2012). However these studies have not investigated what about milk yield following treatment of such disorders. On the other hand, effective treatment for claw horn disease in dairy cows has been advocated for requiring definite estimates of the associated costs in comparison to herd productivity outcomes (fertility and milk production). To realize this, the accurate estimates related specifically to the effect of foot derived lameness on milk production are firstly required to be outlined. In different countries, rather than Egypt, there are number of studies reported that claw specific disorders reduced milk yield of dairy cows (Warnick et al., 2001; Green et al., 2002; Hultgren et al., 2004; Amory et al., 2008; Bicalho et al., 2008; Green et al., 2010; Singh et al., 2011; van Straten et al., 2011; Montgomery et al., 2012). Additionally, findings of most recent study indicated that the test day milk fat might be a valuable indicator for claw horn lesions (van Straten et al. 2011). While in Egypt, the effect of bovine claw specific lesions on milk yield has been reported so far by only one more recent published research article (Ahmed and Shekidef, 2012). However these studies have not investigated what about milk yield following treatment of such disorders. On the other hand, effective treatment for claw horn disease in dairy cows has been advocated for.

It is well known that treatment of foot lameness poses an enormous economic burden for milk producing farms. For this reason we herein developed a modification to Dutch method of claw trimming/unloading in order to treat these annoying disorders, simply and properly. Accordingly, milk yield of enrolled lame cows was evaluated following treatment. In total, 1,338 dairy cows from three Holstein–Friesian dairy farms located in El–Sharkia Governorate, Egypt were enrolled in this prospective study from January 2012 to August, 2013 timeframe. Herein, prevalence of claw disorders were 4.2% for coriosis, 8.3% for white line disease 10% for underrun soles 41.7% for claw deformities, 29.2% for wall fissures, and 12.5% for sole ulcer (SU). Additionally, digital dermatitis (25%), inter–digital dermatitis (11.7%), inter–digital hyperplasia (1.7%), heel horn erosion (8.3%), inter–digital necrobacillosis (1.7%) and pedal arthritis (1.7%) were also filed out. Subsequently, milk yield data of lame cows were analyzed two weeks before treatment as well as two and four weeks after treatment. Impartially, milk yield of Farm–B and Farm–C showed significant increases at four weeks (154.35±30.44; P<0.001 and 130.59±22.17; P<0.01, respectively) and two weeks post treatment only in Farm–C (116.55±21.17; P<0.05) compared to pretreatment values (Farm–B: 96.25±22.94; Farm–C: 97.41±23.12). However, there were no statistical differences in milk production were noted in Farm–A. Based on these results, application of modified Dutch Method with claw measuring device named Claw–Check® for claw unloading/trimming might be beneficial clinically to reduce the burden of claw lameness and subsequently improves milk yield.
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many years using an accepted method that described first by Toussaint Raven, named the Dutch method of claw trimming (Toussaint Raven, 1989). Therefore, this study was fulfilled to investigate the efficacy of the Dutch method of claw trimming with minor modification, using claw measuring device named Claw–Check®, for treatment of claw–specific–disorders and its subsequent effect on milk yield in three Holstein–Friesian dairy herds in Egypt.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design and Animal Management

In total, 1,338 dairy cows from three Holstein–Friesian dairy farms (Farm–A: n=437, Farm–B: n=101, and Farm–C: n=800) located in El–Sharkia Governorate, Egypt were enrolled in this prospective study from January 2012 to August 2013. Throughout the study, cows of these farms were housed outdoor on a sandy floor and fed on concentrate and silage. These farms were visited twice a month searching for dairy cows that had claw disorders derived lameness. Before each visit, dairy cows with abnormal gait and arched back were grouped and kept in separate tracks for preliminary examination.

Foot Derived Lameness Diagnosis

On the visiting day, these separated cows were thoroughly examined searching for claw–horn disorders. Briefly, Lame animals were carefully inspected during both stance and progression. Physical clinical exploration was attentively implemented to describe site, type, cause and extent of lesion. Lactating cows suffered from claw disorders were only involved in this study. Before starting the treatment, the dataset of each cow including; ear tag identification number, affected limb/s, affected claw/s and description of claw horn lesion (site and type) associated with the lameness were recorded. Milk yield data of each examined lame cow were also captured from farm records two weeks before treatment as well as two and four weeks after treatment.

Treatment of Affected Claws

All cows suffered from claw disorders were treated similarly throughout the entire study period as follows: removal of abnormal horn, cleaning, disinfection, unloading the affected claw through claw trimming, local +/- systemic antimicrobial medication and finally thin protective bandage painted externally with medical tar.

Claw Trimming/Unloading

The claw trimming was performed according to five step Dutch method as described by Toussaint Raven (1989) with minor modification using a claw measuring device namely the Claw–Check® (Figure 1; Demotec, Germany) (Kümper, 2000). The all affected claws were trimmed and pared under the guidance of the Claw–Check to maintain their biomechanical dimensions and to ensure the evenly distributed weight loading. The trimming steps were as follows, the correct form of claw was initially determined using Claw–Check; Farrier’s clipper was used to remove extra–horn from the anterior claw wall by a vertical cut at the toe to the sole surface using the straight edge of the Claw–Check (the anterior wall was shortened to a length of ~75mm); a power tool with small cutting blades located on a disc was used to remove horn only from the abaxial wall of claws; sole and heel horn was removed and axial wall modeling was carried out using a hoof knife. If it was not possible to unload the claw showing the primary lesion associated with lameness by trimming, a wooden block was applied to the sound claw in cases of non–infectious claw disorders.

Figure 1: Application of claw check for proper claw trimming; (A, B) Untrimmed claw with an extra–unwanted horn (dashed green line, A) and wall angle (green arc, B) is displayed; Correctly trimmed claw is shown with proper wall length and angles (C, D); Afterwards, diseased claws were treated with local medication and wooden block on healthy claw (E), bandaging (F), and medical tar as waterproof (G)
Statistical Analysis
For each farm, collected milk yield data, before and after treatment, were regularly transferred to Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and statistically analyzed using GraphPad Prism–4 software (La Jolla, Ca). The obtained data were expressed as mean±SD. Differences between animals before and after treatment were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA and Tukey test for post-hoc comparisons. The significance levels were defined at P<0.05, P<0.01 and P<0.001.

RESULTS
Disorders Prevalence and Lesions Identification
During the study period, one hundred twenty cases of claw disorders were diagnosed. Data describing number of lame dairy cows suffered claw affections per each herd and prevalence of such affections among affected animals are summarized in table 1 and figure 2. According to nature of lesion, the obtained affections were herein categorized into two main categories:
1. Non–infectious
2. Infectious claw disorders.

The Non–Infectious Claw Disorders
There were five cows (4.2%) suffered from subclinical laminitis (coriosis) that were incidentally discovered during regular claw trimming. Sole hemorrhages, reddish or yellow discolorations, along white line of claw were the most noticed characteristic findings of such disorder.

White line disease was observed in ten cows (8.3%) as areas of hemorrhage and necrosis of the corium with separation between wall and sole. In some cases dirties and white necrotizing horn like powder at areas of white line separation were noticed, while in rare cases, sole abscess followed by severe lameness was also evidenced. Twelve cows (10%) were recorded lame due to underrun (double) soles. During claw trimming, horn of the sole was seen stratified into two distinct layers; a superficial thicker/harder sole and a thinner/softer underlying sole with a space in between.

Sole ulcer was filed out in fifteen severely lame cows (12.5%) as a protruded granulation tissue at axial border of the sole bulb junction of affected claws. In this study, claw deformities (overgrowth) had highest prevalence (41.7%; n=50) compared to other non–infectious or infectious claw disorders. The most frequent types of misshapes observed were beak claw (dorsal), and scissor claw (crossed), whereas corkscrew claw was not common. Other claw disorder that noted with high prevalence was wall fissures (29.2%; n=35). Two forms of fissures were observed; vertical...
and horizontal (thimble) wall fissures. Vertical fissures were mostly observed originating from toe to coronary band or from coronary band to toe. Moreover, varying degrees of lameness, ranged from mild to severe degree, were seen relevant to the depth of fissure.

**The Infectious Claw Disorders**

Digital dermatitis (DD) was the most frequent infectious disorders, whereas, the least frequent disorders were Intervertebral (ID) hyperplasia, ID necrobacillosis and pedal joint arthritis. By observation, we found that muddy accumulated manure (slurry) for long time was a main predisposing factor in generating these recorded infectious disorders. Thirty cows (25%) suffered from digital dermatitis (Mortellaro disease) which was found mostly on the plantar dermal aspect of foot adjacent to the ID cleft as well as at the skin–horn junction of heel bulbs. ID dermatitis (IDD) was represented by 11.7% (n=14) and appeared as moist inflammation of the ID epidermis not involving the deeper tissues. This lesion was often painful on touch. Heel horn erosion (HHE) had incidence of 8.3% (n=10) which was very painful either by touch or during animal progression (severe degree of lameness). Only two animals (1.7%) with ID hyperplasia was recorded which resulted mainly from old digital dermatitis. Similar to ID hyperplasia, the incidences of ID necrobacillosis (foot rot) and pedal joint arthritis were 1.7%, respectively. The former disorder was showed as necrotic lesion in ID skin and cellulitis in soft tissue of foot accompanied with swelling, typically local foul odor and lameness. While the latter disorder was invariably noticed with other concurrent ignored disorders such as sole ulcer, ID necrobacillosis, white line disease and white line abscess. Clinically, the signs reported were swelling at heel region, inflammation extended toward fetlock joint and purulent arthritis in coffin joint which was combined with marked severe degree of lameness.

**Effect of Claw Trimming/Unloading on Milk Production**

Differences in values (mean±SD) of milk production before and after treatment of claw horn disorder using the modified Dutch method are shown in Table 1 and Figure 3. During the pre–trimming period of 14 days the average of milk yield per week in all lame cows under investigation was (Farm–A: 210.4±21.59; Farm–B: 96.25±22.94; Farm–C: 97.41±23.12) liters. Later, at the day of 14 and 28 after claw trimming the mean milk yield data were collected and statistically analyzed. In Farm–A, there were no any statistical differences in milk production comparing pre–treated cows and two–time points of treatment setup. However, milk yield of the investigated animals at both Farm–B and –C showed significant increases (154.35±30.44; P<0.001 and 130.59±22.17; P<0.01, respectively) after four weeks treatment duration in addition to two weeks post treatment however the latter was only in Farm–C (116.35±21.17; P<0.05). Overall, we could speculate that efficacy of ~65% after claw trimming/unloading using modified Dutch method for reducing the lameness and relevant milk loss was clinically achieved.

**DISCUSSION**

The five steps Dutch Method of claw trimming in cattle have mainly been targeted to accelerate the cure of claw disorders, since this method correct the balance of ground surface of claws in United Kingdom (O’Callaghan–Lowe et al., 2004), Northern Europe (Nuss and Paulus, 2006) and North America (Shearer and van Amstel, 2001). During this study, 120 lame dairy cows from three different farms were subjected to treatment of infectious and non–infectious claw disorders using Modified Dutch Method of claw trimming with Claw–Check® as a new device developed firstly by Dr. Kümpner (Kümpner, 2000). Accordingly, using this device, maximum benefits of claws trimming and paring could be achieved through adjustment angle between sole and anterior claw wall, measuring length of anterior claw wall, comparing the height of lateral and medial, and achieving correct loading plane and slope of sole when contacts to ground (Kümpner, 2000). Herein, the non–infectious claw disorders represented the highest rates of prevalence were claw overgrowth (41.7%) and wall fissures (29.2%). This could be attributed to lack of routine claw trimming programs in addition to sandy floors also.

---

**Figure 3:** Claw trimming and unloading improved milk production of claw diseased animals at 2 and 4 weeks post–treatment (POT) when compared with that of pre–treatment (PRT). * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001
enhanced development of chronic laminitis which characterized by overgrowths (Somers et al., 2003). Our results showed that corkscrew claw, one of claw deformities, noticed in both medial and lateral claws (Rhebun and Pearson, 1982). Inconsistently, other previous studies showed the corkscrew claw affecting only lateral claws of the rear feet (Mc Cormack, 1978). Wall fissures, either vertical or horizontal fissure (thimble) were here in recorded (n=35; 29.2%). On observation, superficial fissures was not characterized by lameness while deep fissured was accompanied by severe lameness. Searching for the reasons of these fissures we found that claw wall hydration due to unhygienic condition and neglected trimming were an important predisposing factors in formation of these fissures (Clark et al., 2004). Moreover, the prevalence of DD (Mortellaro disease: n=30; 25%) were very high in comparison to the rest of infectious claw disorders because of noticed muddy conditions of farms. Bovine DD is an infectious and a multifactorial disease that generated by bacteria, namely treponemes, as well as environmental, managerial and individual–animal factors (Reflaai et al., 2013), while the causative agents of IDD in cattle are Bacteroides nodosus (Dichelobacter nodosus) and Fusobacterium necrophorum. Therefore, IDD is commonly observed in wet and unhygienic environments (Hultgren and Bergsten, 2001). Additionally, we also observed HHE which was very painful either by touch or rarely during animal progression. On the other aspect, regarding to the milk yield, in Farm–A there were no any statistical differences in milk production comparing pre-treated cows and two time points of treatment setup. However, milk yield of the investigated animals at both Farm–B and –C showed significant increases (P<0.001 and P<0.01, respectively) after 4 weeks treatment duration in addition to 2 weeks post treatment but the latter was only in Farm–C (P<0.05). Overall, we could speculate that - 65% efficiency of claw trimming using modified Dutch method for reducing lameness and relevant milk loss was noticed. However, there is only one published data describing the immediate effect on milk yield following treatment of claw horn disease using Dutch method (Montgomery et al., 2012), the results of this study indicated that correct claw trimming technique for treating digital horn lesions is most beneficial and pronounced on activity levels during the night–time period. To achieve this, effective claw trimming should shorten the length of the dorsal wall of the lateral claw in particular, and ensures the initial contact and impact force of the claw with the ground occurs more at the heel (Singh, 1993; Montgomery et al., 2012). Other benefits of claw trimming are to reduce points of maximal pressure away from the sole heel junction, and abaxial white line and adjacent sole, redistributing that pressure somewhat to the stable claw heel junction, and abaxial white line a

CONCLUSION

Upon our obtained results, modified Dutch Method and claw measuring device named Claw–Check® of claw unloading/trimming could be used as a clinically feasible approach in diseased farms to simply limit claw lameness and subsequently improves milk production.
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OTHER HERD, COWS WITH FOOT ABSCESSSES AND FOOT ROT TENDED TO HAVE LARGER DECREASES IN MILK PRODUCTION (Warnick et al., 2004) WHILE RAPID TREATMENT OF CLAW HORN DISEASE IN LAME DAIRY COWS IMPROVED THEIR IMMEDIATE HEALTH AND WELFARE IMMEDIATELY AND PROBABLY REDUCE MILK LOST (Montgomery et al., 2012; Green et al., 2010).
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